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This article
- introduces the two subjects, primarily with the purpose of passing on experiences to colleagues
involved in the training of music therapists, although the themes treated here may also have
relevance in a music education context. Glimpses from the teaching and from work produced by
students will be presented, and their clinical relevance will be described.
- describes the theoretical backgrounds of the two disciplines in the context of music culture and
music studies. Furthermore, it discusses how we can arrive at a unified understanding of the
way music and therapy work together in an interdisciplinary context to which both psychology
and musicology contribute.
Thanks to Simon Procter for proof-reading.

INTUITIVE MUSIC - ITS FUNCTION AND FRAMEWORKS
The function of this discipline is to train students in free improvisation in groups and in creating
open compositions on the basis of insights grounded in musical analysis of improvised music
processes. It aims to give students the basic skills they require as improvising musicians and to
support their future activities as independent music therapists.
Didactically seen, courses are training processes which are largely teacher-directed, but within
which the process itself receives much consideration. It is important that participants learn
through personal experience how attention to the sound and to the playing process can increase
flexibility both for individual expressivity and for individual as well as collective
imaginativeness. It is also important that they learn some concrete concepts which can be used
for understanding and memorising these experiences. As far as time limits allow, our own work
on the course is thrown into relief by listening to recordings of improvised concert music. In the
examination, students demonstrate their skills as composers of pieces which allow room for
improvisation.
The courses are organised as blocks of 10 lessons, each of which usually takes place on three
consecutive days in the first, third and sixth semesters. The theoretical background for this
discipline comprises among other things music history, philosophical music theory and
1
modern/experimental composition.

INTUITIVE MUSIC - TRAINING
The training can be divided into two main areas:
1) improvisation training
2) training in creating compositions which allow room for improvisation.

Improvisation training
Strictly speaking, one cannot teach people how to improvise. However, one can certainly
attempt to remove inhibitions and awkward approaches to instruments and playing, to show
people that they can improvise on their own, and to give them tools to be used at their own
discretion.
Essentially, our only "goals" in working with free improvisation are those of being together in
sound and following the common process. My system of exercises, which has grown out of
practice, comprises the following:
EDVLFH[HUFLVHVJRRGIRUVWDUWLQJ
JURXSG\QDPLFH[HUFLVHV
DZDUHQHVVH[HUFLVHV
SDUDPHWHUH[HUFLVHV
This functions as a palette of possibilities, and I shift between them freely according to our
needs. For the start of the first semester course at AAU, I normally use a variant of an exercise
called "Instrument-Storm".

Instrument-Storm (recent version)
............................................
This exercise aims to encourage participants to explore a number of instruments and to
introduce playing together.
Participants are given instructions along the lines of "Explore at least x instruments, playing
each y ways in z minutes" - for instance, at least three instruments, each to be explored in at
least 2 entirely different ways during 10 minutes in all. This can be repeated after a discussion
of what happened, with additional instructions added according to the needs of the group.
Work according to the "x y z" formula may be preceded by or substituted with a free
"excursion", perhaps within an agreed time limit. Again, this can be repeated as required.
(...)
This exercise can link into other exercises and into more free forms of improvisation where
participants can put their newly acquired experience to use.

It is important to take into account the target group, the particular people in question and their
group process. With target groups other than university students - for instance, musicians who
are specialists on one instrument or young people who need to let off energy, the starting
procedure can be quite different!
Amongst AAU students, the decision to become a music therapist is of course highly motivating
for their training work, but there can be considerable differences between participants as to how
shy or
daring they are during playing.
Exploring instruments is not just a means for getting started. It should also give a concrete idea
about the manifold possibilities for expressing oneself and reacting, using the right tools at the
right time - or, if necessary, inventing ways of playing which suit the situation. Written
materials giving further ideas for extended playing techniques etc. are given to participants.
Free improvisation without rules can either run into deadlock, giving a less than satisfactory
experience, or else it can unfold in a way which inspires participants. The teacher should
facilitate the process, provoke, show possibilities and make them concrete in the form of new
instructions. When the process moves, highly engaging discussions can arise - for instance on
the theme of the possible functions of music between people. Our "normal" ideas about music
and what constitutes it do not really cover a situation where one is successful within such a high
degree of freedom!
After starting, a JURXSG\QDPLFH[HUFLVH is often useful. This category deals primarily with the
individual’s use of rests and silences. "Cutting Down on the Material" takes this as its theme by
instructing each participant to restrict individual soundmaking to (for instance) 3 stretches of 2
seconds each within some minutes. This may feel totally absurd when the instruction is given,
yet the playing process and listening to a recording afterwards usually shows that what was lost
in freedom of elaborate expression becomes more than compensated for by the group’s highly
increased sensitivity and reactivity. A subsequent free improvisation may become radically
different from previous ones after this experience.

$ZDUHQHVVH[HUFLVHV deal with motivations for playing: with emotion, feeling and fantasy as
well as with listening. Since music therapy students have many opportunities to work in such
areas, I use these exercises only sparingly at AAU. However, "Listening to surroundings" can be
useful: participants listen without interruption to the background sounds of the environment
where we are. Just one minute of listening can give an experience of an opening up of the sense
of hearing. Previously unnoticed sounds usually come to the forefront of one’s attention.
3DUDPHWHU H[HUFLVHV form an important category which also sharpens attention but centres
around the concrete sound. Each sound has many dimensions: volume, pitch, duration - and in a
complex sound pattern one could also consider the density of the overall sound (between the
two extremes of everybody playing and everybody being silent). Even if traditional concepts of
harmony and melody are abandoned in freely improvised music, the resulting sound can still be
described - a comparable practice perhaps to that of chromatology amongst visual artists. The
improvisation is not just "something" of amorphous character. Its specific shape, regardless of
complexity, can be perceived and described using concepts, with the effect that
- one can more easily remember what happened
- during playing, the music can feel less chaotic
- one can respond quickly to the situation during playing
- one can discern which possibilities have not been tried and in this way relate more consciously
to musical habits.
This suggests that our intellectual capacities can work very well together with fantasy, feeling
and emotions in a process which is at the same time reflective and characterised by feeling - a
powerful combination! "I didn’t just experience this as some kind of trip, but found I was
concentrating within it too", a student remarked. Fantasy becomes more powerful when
combined with the musician’s experience. I have a favourite saying which I apply both to
working with instruments and to working with parameters of sound: "The musician is the most
important instrument". A good musician can do a great deal even with very primitive
instruments, and both practical skill and fantasy are decisive in this. Parameter concepts serve to
support the fantasy by making it easier to perceive that which is sounding. "I discovered I could
talk concretely about music which I otherwise view as rather unconcrete", a student remarked.
Until recently, parameter exercises were practised in a culminating exercise called "The big
parameter exercise", in which more and more parameters at a time were varied freely. This
exercise aimed to enable participants to discern that which lies, so to speak, "in the blackness
between the stars". In other words, to expand awareness of the infinite possibilities for
movement in sound - for its collective moving. Once, after a lesson in which we played five
times for one minute and listened to recordings, a student remarked that "a lot has happened in
music during this lesson". Quantity is not everything!
The new five-year curriculum, introduced in 1996, added an extra course in the third semester,
thus making it possible to train participants in single parameters and to repeat exercises over
subsequent days. This plays an important role in the third semester (in which students are not
required to write compositions), promoting more precise learning of the concepts and making it
possible to address more closely the specific needs of the group in question. Individual
parameters each have their special mode of operation. The intensity connected to increasing
density - more and more parts "hurrying towards activity" - is different from the "insisting"
quality which comes from music becoming louder. A timbre shimmering into increasingly light
shades (i.e. with more and more high overtones) might "creep up" on the listener. Increasing
durations could give an impression of "mightiness and seriousness". And so on.
It is significant that humorous episodes occur not infrequently in the music. Maybe the playing
of intuitive music outside therapy yields particular possibilities of playing with musical

expression, since no fixed theme is being worked on - even though the explorative process in
music therapy can also be playful in character. Something which can particularly invite humour
is stylistic clashes (which can be studied consciously as a parameter exercise): the solution to
the problem of "the others playing wrongly" (although, as we know, nothing can be called
wrong in free improvisation) can be found in a humorous insight! "It is cool: it can also be fun"
and "I have never before experienced dying with laughter whilst playing" are examples of
students’ comments.
The fact that we work with exercises posing specific demands should not be misunderstood.
There is no teaching of models of how the improvisation should happen. The intention is to
widen the horizon of possibilities so that no obstacles, be they of a technical nature or due to
lack of fantasy, impede participants’ ability to follow developments in the musical moment
when playing freely.
...
In the last course in the sixth semester I usually present a "Playing rule exercise", the aim of
which is to connect our experiences of describing the sound with the music-therapeutic practice
of formulating a playing rule. A music example is played, and participants are asked to
formulate possible new playing rules for an imagined improvisation which could follow and
which might release some unexplored possibilities. These playing rules are to function as
concrete titles for the music itself or as concrete musical roles (like "firm pulse" or "as long
tones as possible" etc.). Thus, they will relate indirectly (suggesting or exploring via a projective
procedure) to definite psychological content.
One further activity to be cultivated to the extent which time allows is listening to recordings of
concert performances of improvised music and discussing them. This offers new experiences,
contrasts with our own way of playing and nourishes reflection.
Further exercises have been described in Bergstrøm-Nielsen (1990ffA) and the English edition
of the same booklet Bergstrøm-Nielsen (1990ffB).

Training in creating compositions for improvisation
This discipline can be viewed both as a special training in describing and directing sound
processes (through the formulation of playing rules) which strengthens music therapists as they
prepare for the task of conducting therapy - and as a discipline which in itself could be useful in
contexts of a more pedagogical nature. An additional aspect could be that the student
experiences herself or himself in the role of composer and learns to prepare and present the
activity for others who listen.
The form of training is simple: during the first course various examples are presented to
participants, and some of these are tried out in practice. After being instructed that the
compositions must specify musical parameters and provide for changes in the process during the
piece, participants create compositions as homework over the following days. Compositions are
to be easily realised and to be of short durations, five minutes or less. All compositions are
played and discussed. A similar task is undertaken, again by each student in turn, during the
sixth semester shortly before the examination.
There now follow two examples of compositions created for the examination by students. They
show how parameter concepts can be used for creating musical structures. They are played
without conducting by a larger group whose members co-ordinate themselves loosely in relation
to each other. This is what I have named the "picnic principle". The more subtly and ingeniously
one can work out this principle, for instance by using cues etc., the better!

)LJXUH

"Sprout"

"In flower"

"Withered"

little, short sounds

Free improvisation

long sounds

staccato - accelerando

Espressivo

Morendo/slowly declining

"Sprout" - "In flower" - "Withered" by Sine Baggesen focuses on the duration of sounds.
Employing a simple and effective contrast of extremes in this parameter, a story about the life of
the plant is structured. It seems to be characteristic of the medium of music compared to verbal
stories that the music will function well with a limited number of clear phases and that a wealth
of details in a story can be difficult to cope with in music. Consequently, students are
recommended to aim at a certain formula-like and stylised character, as has been done here.
Even if the long sounds are effective for the illustrative purpose here, they are of course, like the
elements of music generally, not semantically unambiguous. For instance, in another
composition by Ingrid Irgens-Møller long tones have been used to depict the majestic and calm
character of a sea, into which flow smaller streams.
A certain norm has formed itself little by little: the composition has titles, drawings and
specifications divided into approximately three sections. The different modes of expression
appear to support each other in a convenient way.

)LJXUH
HOPELESSNESS

DEATH

- atonal

- single tones/chords are
played for a duration of 4
pulse beats, then pause
during 4 pulse beats

- high or deep tones

-harsh & shrill timbre

TRANSFORMATION

PAUSE

- timbre is dark and soft

Group divides into
two sub-groups they come together
in a dance:
- tonal playing, light
timbre
- atonal playing, dark
timbre

- fast pulse
pulse becomes slower and finally stops

- finds a new
common pulse

"Hopelessness" - "Death" - "Transformation" by Henriette G. Errebo shows more parameters in
use:
- high/deep tones
- timbres (many different)
- fast/slow tempo

- tonal/atonal
- pulse/no pulse
Change of tempo in traditional Western music is a rare phenomenon. It is used here as a
dramatic agent. Tonal/atonal as well as pulse/no pulse are parameters of particularly strategic
importance for the integration of traditional music forms with those more generally dependent
on sound, and they have been used in an original way. These dimensions, which so often
constitute firm frameworks for music, change gradually here, again with a dramatic impact. It is
important to understand and experience that opposites need not have a fixed relation to each
other, but that they can "dance" together. Within the process, the pause is a sophisticated detail.
It not only ensures co-ordination in the group’s resumption of playing, it is also liable to lead to
a hesitant and cautious new beginning. This is wonderfully concordant with the story the piece
is telling us, where this pause marks out that which is totally unknown.
As is so often the case, in these two works I perceive an innovative and effective use of an
expanded universe of musical sound.

INTUITIVE MUSIC - CLINICAL RELEVANCE
It is possible to become accustomed to free improvisation simply by taking part directly in
therapy, individually and in groups. But "therapy free" improvisation training (an expression
coined by a student) offers opportunities to learn short cuts, and gives a musician’s feeling of
independence which can be useful or even decisive for working alone in the long term.
Being able to imagine the music with one’s inner ear, to possess notions which can grasp
sounds, structures and processes while at the same time being able to use a varied selection of
instruments and the voice in an agile way - together these constitute the musician’s competence
that appears in the clinical situation as alertness, initiative and authenticity. "It’s good to make
intuitive music after therapy - it helps me to discover how I use my sound" - "This is highly
client-oriented - it deals with going into their tone" - "It has been good to get more direct contact
with musical expression" - these statements from students suggest how the musician is an
important part of the therapist.
Viewing the compositions dealt with above from a psychological perspective, we can observe
that the composer here takes participants (and listeners) to definite places and through a definite
process. Leading and suggesting is in the foreground, whereas the therapist’s work is often
characterised by a patient and relatively indeterminate exploration in which the essentials
gradually appear more and more clearly. In many cases, however, what is experienced clearly is
also clearly formulated, and in these moments musical and psychological qualities in therapy
music can merge into a synthesis. The music therapist will in some cases need to influence the
process in order to encourage it and to keep a balance within existing time limits, and here it can
be essential to be able to think in musical structures - cf. comments above about the "Playing
rule exercise".
This ability can also be useful even if playing rules are not formulated verbally. "I found that the
ability to make music out of nothing was useful in real life", a student once commented.
With one of my first clients, an autistic girl, I needed to develop ways of accompanying her
which did not dominate her quiet humming. At the same time, I felt that this accompaniment
should not be a passive one, but one that could also stimulate and provoke her out of the
monotony which gave her so little room for personal expression.

My solution to this involved changing tempos, changing sounds and a varied use of pauses all within a quiet piano range which could nevertheless contain short exceptions. Often, when
making music with her and when preparing and analysing the sessions, I felt that my previous
experience and interest in improvised music was helpful to me. It led me to see this long,
patient work in the accompanying role as a musical challenge. I saw the accompaniment for
me as a polyphonic structure (as in Stockhausen’s "plus-minus" notation) and could motivate
myself to go on patiently, seeing it as a challenge to invent new and relevant ways of
accompanying.
As improvising therapists, we need to be flexible and able to react to the needs of many
different clients in a variety of ways. Also, we will need to develop ourselves as improvising
musicians to keep our energies fresh over many hours’ work each week and over the years.
Finally, it should be mentioned that skills in applying analytical concepts to therapy music are of
course also useful to those who do research and to those who speak or write about music
therapy in lectures and articles.

GRAPHIC NOTATION - ITS FUNCTION AND FRAMEWORKS
This discipline serves to train students in describing music improvisations using suitable
symbols and drawings. Notations may range in size from short sketches to long analytical
representations. In this way, details of therapy music can be grasped, remembered and analysed
further. Thus the discipline aids the music therapist’s description of and reflections on the
particular work he or she is doing.
Didactically seen, courses are training processes which are largely teacher-directed, but adapted
to the needs of the particular group. Individual participants develop their own language of
symbols and visual elements. During the course they will work with various samples of
improvised music and exercises gradually leading to elaborate notations.
In the written examination, students are required to create an elaborate notation on their own.
Courses take place as blocks of 12 lessons in the second and fifth semesters.
The theoretical background for this discipline comprises among other things modern and
experimental composition with its new forms of notation and its offshoots into aural scores, as
well as musical analysis. Furthermore, psychodynamic therapy theory is relevant, especially the
three-zone model from Gestalt therapy.

GRAPHIC NOTATION - TRAINING
Exercises here can be grouped into:
SUHSDUDWRU\H[HUFLVHV
VWHQRJUDSKLFQRWDWLRQV
VSHFLDOH[HUFLVHV
PDNLQJHODERUDWHQRWDWLRQV
H[HUFLVHZLWKFROXPQV
3UHSDUDWRU\H[HUFLVHV comprise automatic drawing and sign-brainstorm. Automatic drawing is
a movement improvisation on paper with a pencil or the like with closed eyes, and it may or
may not have a theme. For example, the reader is invited to determine whether the theme of fig.
2
3 was "agitation" or "delight".

)LJXUH
This exercise has always shown that clearly differing emotions (such as "agitation" and
"delight") are depicted so that the viewer will perceive the difference. Any line drawn by hand
expresses itself by means of its elementary, archetypical qualities. This is one reason why
graphic notation can convey someone else’s perception of the music without employing
standardised symbols.
6LJQEUDLQVWRUP is a brainstorm of all kinds of visual symbols - a writing down of what comes
to mind of pictograms, symbols from maps, etc. etc. The reader is encouraged to imagine his or
her own list of sign samples!
Continuing the exercise of automatic drawing can lead to "stenographic notations". The
instruction for this runs along these lines: "Draw a line and let it move as it likes while listening
to the music". Figure 4 shows a result of this.

)LJXUH
This notation, of an excerpt of one minute and 25 seconds of a saxophone solo by Lauri Nykopp
is simple and sketch-like, but already hints at what an elaborate notation should be like - using
"doodling figures" corresponding to specific sounds as well as sections shifting along with
sections perceived within the music.
The work with "VWHQRJUDSKLF QRWDWLRQV" continues through both courses, with increasingly
difficult examples. More and more memorisation is required by notating only after listening,
sometimes a long time after - a situation similar to that often encountered in real life.
An elaborate notation is created by consciously working out the notation and extending it in
various dimensions - as focused upon in the VSHFLDO H[HUFLVHV Some of these deal with
inventing simple V\PEROV for certain sounds that can be repeated, perhaps even in varied forms
- an extension of the sign-brainstorm. Some deal with analysing and simplifying complex
processes by dividing them into a limited number of sections and characterising them. Some
require precise plotting relative to a horizontal time axis and a vertical axis which normally
deals with pitch (but not necessarily).
Intensive work on the exercises and discussion of the results alternate with more free study of
various notations by composers and other relevant material on paper or video.
(ODERUDWHQRWDWLRQV are characterised by their inclusion of a key to symbols and a time axis,
and also by their aiming at a reasonable coverage of both the musical process in its totality and a
certain amount of detail. They will often relate to a standard model, having approximately 3
sections, each with titles.
In figure 5 by Charlotte Lindvang, the notation immediately conveys an impression of
alternating "heavy" and "light" sections and a culmination towards the end. The key to symbols
demonstrates a good division of musical elements based on an analysis of the music example in
question. This notation was created in the 1995 examination and covers, as usual, a time-space
of three minutes.
The titles are: "Moving over the inner darkness" - "Longing, in the light" - "The strength (and
courage) to meet anew".

)LJXUHD

)LJXUHE

Translation of the key to symbols:
PIANO - LILAC THROUGHOUT.
XYLOPHONE - YELLOW/ORANGE THROUGHOUT.
... : melodic and rhythmic movements resonating

... : deep, resonant tones
... : tapping the wood of the piano (the lid)
... : small rhythmic phrase with just two tones (or even just one)
... : arpeggio
... : "detached" tones (not melody and not arpeggio)
... : arpeggio
... : fast passage going up (xylophone sliding upwards)

Figure 6 by Charlotte Dammeyer shows another notation of the same music.
The titles are: "On deep water. Do not know whether this is something for me. A little gloomy.
Help" - "But I am curious. Would like to escape, but I listen..." - "Do not want to be "caught" piano is chasing me" - "Contact. Now we are playing. It is nice."

)LJXUHD

)LJXUHE
Translation of the key to symbols:

(first column downwards, then second column downwards etc.)
metallophone
piano, treble
piano, bass
hitting on wood or the like
metallophone
piano

metallophone and glissando
piano treble and bass

metallophone
piano

In these two examples, symbols have been given different shapes according to individual
criteria. For instance, the beginning of the metallophone is depicted in the first example by a
line with stylised "doodling figures", but in the second example by separate symbols. Whereas
the drawn line in the first example has a certain spontaneous, expressive character whilst at the
same time being stylised, we have in the second example a simple, repeatable symbol for single
tones. (Of course, this symbol is not totally schematic - by its vertical wavy lines it shows in an
evocative manner that the tones resonate.) In the first notation, the depiction of the
metallophone by means of a line is carried through the whole notation with one exception (the
"lightning figures" towards the end), whereas in the second a new symbol is introduced for each
section.
The two notations also have similarities. In both, the same general movement in registers can be
followed: metallophone and piano making a common movement into a high register, the piano
going down and up again, and an ending in which there is a dialogue in a high register. In both,
a group of glissandi figures towards the end is marked out.
If one listens to the recording while reading the notations it becomes apparent that they give
outlines, not all the details. But this is appropriate, since they were not created to play from.
The interpretative statements in the titles and design of the notation makes things clearer to the
reader. When the process is described as an ongoing story, many details are integrated into
wholes and can be overviewed and related to one another. In other words, entities are
3
formulated on a semantic level.
When compared on the basis of the titles, these two interpretations are seen to agree in
describing something gloomy and heavy at the beginning and close contact between the two
players at the end. But when it comes to the glissando figures near the end, they differ. The first
interpreter sees them as an expression of strength and courage, whereas the second sees them as
expressing active resistance against being caught by the therapist.
Despite the differences, both interpretations can qualify as introductions to a discussion with the
client or about the client. The stories are fictive, intended not as diagnosis but rather as
something to be creatively discussed. Implicit in the statements are "I imagine that...". The basis
of such interpretations can be grounded by ensuring that the interpretation relates to the details

of the music and is subjected to critical self-reflection. In this way, it is possible to approach a
more exact description in psychodynamic terms of what is being worked with - still as an
assumption. In this example one could guess at "a shy person works at having close contact with
the therapist". Or, "the client works, with support from the therapist, at getting into contact with
something sensitive inside himself or herself". The latter interpretation is the closer to reality.
By contemplating the difference, it may become apparent that for the interpreter it can be hard to
tell whether the personality appearing in the music is the normal and usual one or whether in
this part of the therapy the client is, on the contrary, working with other sides of the personality.
The interpretative aspect is especially trained in the H[HUFLVHZLWKFROXPQV which gives a
point of contact with therapy theory. In this exercise, the music is interpreted on more levels
using analytical concepts from gestalt therapy dealing with sensing, imagining and emotion.
The gestalt therapy three-zone-model makes it possible to formulate a critically reflected,
personal conception of the content of the music as a basis for a psychological description which
relates descriptively to the music as well.
Experienced reality is divided into zones: outer zone, intermediary zone and inner zone. The
outer zone contains our sensing of the world around us. The intermediary zone contains
imaginations - both fantasies and thoughts belong to this. The inner zone contains emotions and
body sensations. Direct contact to reality always takes place through the outer zone (the outer
reality) and the inner zone (inner reality). And it always happens in the now that is changing all
the time. By contrast, the imaginations, thoughts and fantasies of the intermediary zone are
"models of reality inside our heads". A common one-sidedness with many people is to use the
intellect and the intermediary zone too much and the other ones too little.
The exercise aims at giving an insight into how we describe music on the basis of our personal
resources of empathy, and it has the specific aim of showing precisely how our formulation of
seemingly purely objective concepts can have as its background the therapist’s VXEMHFWLYHELDV.
This bias can result in the therapist projecting his or her individual concept of music and
expectations associated with this onto the client - whose concept of music, in turn, might well
4
be quite different.
Students draw 3 columns on a piece of paper and describe the musical process so that each
column has a reasonably differentiated coverage. Under "outer zone", they are to describe the
music with words as concretely and descriptively as possible (for instance, ’flute plays short
tones in high register’); "intermediary zone" is the place to enter imaginations and fantasies
(’bird is hopping around timidly’); and "inner zone" is for the indication of personal states and
emotions in the listener (’I get a slightly uneasy feeling’).
Writing in all three columns ensures that we are in contact both with the music in question and
with ourselves. Both single columns and the relationships between them may be investigated in
many ways. For instance, the descriptions of the intermediary zone can be compared to those of
the inner zone in order to see where the depth in the personal experience really lies. The
description of the intermediary zone can be examined as a possible basis for graphic depiction how many sections are there, and what are the differences between them? The description of the
outer zone can be examined with a view to finding appropriate graphic descriptions of the
sound, which symbols to apply etc.
The subjective bias can be scrutinised by first formulating one’s own general concepts about
music (’my definition of music’) and after that critically comparing it with one’s own concrete
descriptions of the outer zone. How are my descriptive concepts characteristic of the way I
perceive music? Acquiring a feeling for this can yield an enhanced consciousness of one’s own
limitations as an interpreter and thus greater realism in interpretations.

There are more comments on the gestalt therapy model in the section on theoretical
backgrounds.
A closer description of exercises and method can be found in Bergstrøm-Nielsen (1992ffA and
192ffB). See also Bergstrøm-Nielsen (1993).

GRAPHIC NOTATION - CLINICAL RELEVANCE
"Stenographic notations" can help the therapist to remember more details for longer. This can be
especially relevant when something important demands special attention or if a recording is an
old one. It may also serve as an aid in remembering what happened in a previous session. And
where there is no time for lengthy reviews of cassettes or videos, it may enable one to take a
"short cut".
If one or more sessions are to be studied in depth, one can create an elaborate notation. This
forces the therapist to make up his or her mind as to how the music is perceived, to go into
details and perhaps to throw new light on them. Whilst a recording is bound to real time, the eye
can make overviews of a picture in its own tempo. This can enable new structural relations to
stand out, thus helping the therapist to "look beyond" their subjective bias.
Both small-scale and large-scale notations can be useful for communicating about the work of
the music therapist, be it in supervision, treatment meetings, or lectures and writings. Pictures
attract attention and can quickly convey an impression of relationships within a whole.
Finally, a regard for visual aspects can stimulate experiments in the creative use of visual art in
music therapy - for example, drawing an improvisation afterwards, improvising on the basis of a
picture etc.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS
Music history
Recent music therapy takes as its immediate background contemporary events in concert music.
Music therapy utilised the new means then becoming to a certain degree accepted, and took
advantage of the general state of agitation and the propensity for creation of the new which were
current at the time when it established itself. Literature on music therapy which is both active
and based on free improvisation begins to emerge in the early seventies. At the same time, some
musicians from classical backgrounds began to form improvisation groups. Earlier, in the
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sixties, jazz musicians had already started to explore free improvisation .
Free improvisation, in the sense of improvisation without previous agreements, presupposes that
participants accept a broad and indeterminate universe of sounds and musical elements. One
could call this an avant-garde attitude. Relevant insights for music therapy based on free
improvisation can be gathered from experiences in new and experimental music. Here, work has
been going on in depth, pushing the limits of the medium of music ever further, to the benefit of
expressive possibilities, communication and understanding of the nature of music.
The keywords of SOUND and PLURALISM seem to be able to circumscribe some basic
properties common to the ocean of new musical phenomena. Composers like Stockhausen,
Cage and many others have contributed to this new music and to its theoretical ideas.
A characteristic of new and experimental music is its interest in SOUND generally, which goes
beyond selected tones, major/minor and modal systems, rhythmic and harmonic systems etc.
Instruments are used in non-traditional ways, electronic music has emerged - one might fairly
claim that a broader spectrum of human expression has been opened up, one which permits an
expanded range of emotional and contemplative possibilities. Another characteristic is the
PLURALISM OF STYLES which has been unfolding in concert music since the sixties ,
(preceded, of course, by collage phenomena in the music of composers like Charles Ives). This
pluralism of styles seems to be a natural consequence of the expansion of the musical universe.
When any sounds can be used, a musical work can not be bound to exist within a specific
stylistic state of pure cultivation. It can wander between styles or the style can shift from work to
work. And one can quote - just as in everyday language with its practice of quoting others,
sometimes with an affectionate, ironic or playful relationship between what was quoted and the
context. Here, the universe of musical language is so to speak extended by the square power.
For while the activity of cultivating new sounds in music could take place within a given, welldefined part of the avant-garde universe, pluralism makes connections to all other music and can
throw light on the relationship between the known and the unknown, tradition and alternatives.
New conceptions of music have manifested themselves not merely as styles, but also as new
forms of SHUIRUPLQJ SUDFWLFH LPSURYLVDWLRQ  QRWDWLRQDO SUDFWLFH PXVLFDO DQDO\VLV DQG
DHVWKHWLFV. These fields offer direct backgrounds for contemporary, active music therapy which
takes free improvisation as its basis and more specifically for the disciplines of intuitive music
and graphic notation.

Therapy theory and theory of science
The "topological" model of Perls and gestalt therapy with its outer, intermediary and inner zones
form a useful mini-map of aspects of psychology of personality, of depth psychology and of
psychology of perception. It was formulated for practical use in therapy and connects directly to
psychodynamic contexts. Its clear separations render it suitable for a philosophical theory of
science-orientated clarification of the concepts of the subjective and the objective because it

makes clear what depends on the individual and what can be called common laws. In therapy it
is of particular importance to listen to oneself (outer and inner zone), even if the notion of a
relatively objective reality which can be intersubjectively demonstrated cannot be abandoned although the conception of reality may be revised as a result of therapeutic work. In scientific
work, by contrast, while the researcher may listen to his or her intuition it is nevertheless
essential that concepts are clarified and classified, an activity belonging to the intermediary
zone.
The subjective and the objective appear here to be interdependent, since each may in turn be
given priority. In intuitive music there is a certain stressing of the objective dimension in dealing
with the musical material, its nature and possibilities. At least when compared to the conception
of music as a reflection of individual emotions and notions, this amounts to a weighting of the
objective dimension. In graphic notation, traditional musical analysis undergoes a change, so
that categories dealing with music history and music forms are put into parentheses and the
interpretation of a specific content of a human nature comes to the foreground. This is a shifting
of focus to something oriented more towards the subjective dimension, but without letting go
entirely of descriptive endeavours.

Philosophical views of music aesthetics
Music therapy derives its popularity and motivation from the idea that music is interesting and
exciting. The purpose of aesthetics is to formulate coherent views of the ways in which music is
interesting and exciting.
Here, a few significant views will be mentioned which have been, and still are, of importance.
The music aesthetics of John Cage stress the importance of hearing attention, of the now which
is ever shifting and the unpredictability of music. There is a striving away from fixed
constructions and towards a moving process: "there is ordinarily an essential difference between
making a piece of music and hearing one. A composer knows his work as a woodsman knows a
path he has traced and retraced, while a listener is confronted by the same work as one is in the
woods by a plant he has never seen before... What has happened is that I have become a listener
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and the music has become something to hear" .
It is no exaggeration to say that the music philosophy of John Cage is amongst the strongest
influences on music of this century. It is also possible to relate to it in a more or less sentimental
way by seeing it as a general homage to the joys of music. However, recent music therapy based
on active participation by clients has taken up the idea of music as a process in a concrete way.
Another example is the serial principle, as formulated by Karlheinz Stockhausen as a general
"geography" for musical sounds and their behaviour in music, which makes it possible to
conceive of a multi-dimensional space - with all degrees between extremely high and low
pitches, loud and quiet, movable and static etc. - as a map giving a sense of order and
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orientation amidst the utterly unknown .
This principle is connected with the development of new, descriptive concepts about the
parameters of music (see above about parameter analysis) and was preceded by the development
of many types of composition and of instrumental combinations which composers employed
creatively on an increasingly individual basis in the romantic period and onwards.

The idea of an ’intuitive music’
The subject of training people in group improvisation and creating open compositions for

improvising players has been called Intuitive Music since its inception.
This name was introduced in 1968 by Stockhausen, who applied it to two collections of his
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compositions, notated with text and published in 1968 and 1970 . Around the same time, the
composer toured with a group playing the music of the first collection, and recordings were
released. Stockhausen wrote articles about this, and in addition there is a useful published
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discussion . Thanks to him, the name became relatively well-known in new music circles.
It has sometimes also been used by others. Various concert groups with names along the lines of
’Group for Intuitive Music’ have existed in Denmark since 1974 and, related to these, a yearly
international Intuitive Music Conference has been held since 1995. Additionally, in Denmark
and elsewhere, the expression "intuitive music" can sometimes be heard denoting improvised
new music in general. It seems to be significant that the expression can evoke associations of
both individual freedom and of something meditative.
The propagation of the name is not, of course, a matter of scientific calculation. But one could,
in accordance with Stockhausen’s original thoughts, attempt to render the concept of "intuitive
music" definable.
10

Stockhausen wished to stress that the music was seeking a way out of pre-defined cliches , and
he defined intuitive music by contrasting it with improvisation within a style. For instance, a
jazz musician may have a certain repertoire of figures, motifs, phrases etc. which are
consciously repeated time and again. Thus, intuitive music means "intensified improvisation" or
"radical improvisation". The fact that he introduced this as something to follow on from playing
within composed frameworks or starting points may appear paradoxical. But in its context, it
was a very radical step away from playing from notes both for Stockhausen himself and for the
musicians.
The concept can be viewed as a Utopia which one can approach but never reach, as is the case
with Stockhausen himself. An interesting half-way point between this view and a plain musical
genre name would be to maintain that the ideal is reached at certain moments. Music therapist
Anne Møller Jørgensen describes the concept like this in her final paper: "I view...intuitive
music as a synthesis - a total realisation in a spontaneous expression...I would like to stress that I
see intuitive music as a rare jewel within improvisation, but also that this itself can to a high
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degree be regarded as a moment of transition." .
It is an interesting question whether intuitive music existed as a conscious and consequent
endeavour before Western new music in the second half of the twentieth century. Stockhausen
thinks it did not. But it is tempting to believe that somebody or even many people must have
had the idea before. The idea of a free stream of consciousness seems to be of a similar nature,
and this is described in ancient texts related to yoga meditation. But on the other hand,
meditative music in many cultures is often a very fixed ritual - it is not within the medium itself
that one lets go of thoughts and feelings. One relevant practice, however, is the "dreamchanting" of Charlie Morrow which he learned from studies with American Indians - a practice
which could have its roots way back in time. Here, dreams which one feels are important are retold by means of freely improvised song. But other than this, there is a striking lack of historical
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evidence .

Music notation and musical analysis
Music notation in our culture went through many stages before the appearance of its most recent
version in the sixteenth century. And when some of the new music in the twentieth century took
an experimental direction, new kinds of notation were included. Completely new sounds and
processes were to be notated. Special aural scores were made (for overview and for the guidance
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for listeners) which did not require all the details that a musician might need for performance .
A practice not normally seen as "notation", but which nevertheless overlaps with it, is musical
analysis. This discipline also deals with the description of music, and has a tradition of
employing symbols consisting of letters, numbers and so on as well as schemes, tables and the
like. In reality, there is a fluid transition from some of these presentations to aural scores.
In musical analysis it is usual both to systematise observations into historic form categories
(such as ABA, reihung, sonata form etc.), to value the individual work and to take up new
challenges when asking questions to be answered by the analytical findings. These last two
principles are clearly relevant for the use of graphic notation in connection with music therapy,
and they even give historical inspiration. The first principle, however, is replaced by
psychological interpretations.
For graphic notation, certain analytical models are especially relevant. The principle of division
into clearly differentiated sections originated in the tectonic conception of form which
influenced much classical music and which saw musical form as a relatively simple, perceivable
structure. Another relevant principle is Ernst Kurth’s use of the concept of developmental motif.
The motif is repeated in an ever varied form and thus carries development. This principle was
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employed by Beethoven and later composers . Here, the music is viewed as a complex
organism in a process. Dynamic developments can often be viewed as taking varied repetition
as their basis, and an obvious notational parallel in graphic notation is a symbol which is easy to
repeat but which can also be varied.

Parameter analysis
Much traditional music teaching and theory, for instance the reading of notes, solfège, harmony,
or cipher notation of chords etc. is not directly relevant for the description of complex
improvised music. The sound aspect of music demands a broader means of description.
This is the aim of my parameter analysis which sums up and further develops views which have
historically been cultivated around new music. These views were inspired by considering the
acoustic properties of the sound phenomenon. The sound is considered within a number of
dimensions, such as:
- pitch
- duration
- dynamics
- timbre: hard---soft or dark---light or tone---noise
(these three apply to the single sound as well as to the analysis of the process)
- pulse---no pulse (or: regularity of pulse)
- tempo (provided there is a discernible pulse)
- density (how many sounds at once in a given span of time)
- degree of contrast
- musical material in pure cultivation (or "neutral" material)-- quotations
The concept of parameter comes from mathematics and means "dimension for measurement". It
seems to be synonymous with "variable" (as used by John Cage). In its original, exact meaning,
as employed by composers speaking about serial music in the fifties, a parameter is one single
dimension which can be varied continuously. For instance, the human voice can represent a
section of pitches by singing a tone sliding evenly from deep to high. This is a continuous
variation of pitch - by contrast, the piano divides the continuum into quanta (in a so-called
scale!). A more compound notion like "intensity", which could mean that the tone gets both
higher and louder and maybe also changes its timbre, cannot be considered a parameter in this

sense.
Throughout music history, more and more parameters have been used. Gregorian chant used
very few pitches: changes in loudness were first introduced in a stepwise manner in baroque
music, with crescendi and diminuendi coming only later. In the romantic period composers
created more and more new timbres by means of orchestral combinations of instruments. In this
period also, tempo began to be variable. Examples of composition with density and degree of
contrast explicitly playing a role in the construction of compositions can be found in new music.
The first three parameters in the list are the easiest to define exactly - they can be measured in
Hz (vibrations per second), seconds and decibels. Subsequent parameters become more
compound, and additional, individual definitions become required. One specific timbre can be
described exactly within a spectrum, but continuous changes are complicated to define, even if
one is able to establish principles for directions of change, as I have done here. The contrast
between material in "pure cultivation" and that which is "neutral" only makes sense in the
context of a certain consensus on what is what, but in practice, the difference between "sound"
and "fragments of well-known music" is fairly clear.
When the specific parameters are viewed as being in principle independent of one another, the
musical sound can also be viewed as infinitely differentiated - and perhaps also filled with
infinitely differentiated forms of meaning! This infinity perspective provides a means of
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avoiding cliches .
The notion of parameter has become so widespread that it has almost begun to lose its meaning.
It is generally used about music and other matters, but often without its exact meaning. This
situation is similar to that of a word like "factor" which is also used metaphorically. However,
its extensive use in connection with music seems to testify to a general consciousness of the
variety of musical material which probably came into being through the use of the word in
experimental music.
The view of parameter analysis is a holistic one. The music is seen from upside down tendencies come before details. It is well suited to complex music in which timbral processes
play an important part, as is often the case with improvised music. It might be less well-suited
for the analysis of traditional music - it seems that intervallic and harmonic phenomena cannot
be described, and I think it would be too artificial to construct "harmonic parameters" to
accommodate this. It is difficult to arrange chords into a continuum, and they are better
described using more traditional methods.

Bruscia and parameter concepts
Kenneth E. Bruscia’s "Improvisation Assessment Profiles" contain a collection of schemes for
the description and evaluation of a number of musical characteristics. Included are the
parameter concepts "volume", "timbre" and "texture". The latter plays an important role and is
considered in sub-divisions. More traditional concepts like rhythm, melody, tonality and
harmony also appear.
Bruscia’s source for the musical concepts is general language usage. He does not refer to the
avant-garde background of music history in which some of the same concepts have an aura of
that which is advanced - on the contrary he states that he was dissatisfied with traditional
musical analysis which focused on tonal and harmonic structures. He then saw rhythm, volume
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and timbre as being more general and basic . As we can see here, it is possible to arrive at
similar results from different roads!
In Bruscia’s texts, parameter concepts are coupled with interpretations of what is in balance and

what is extreme. For instance, "Texture variability: Register" deals with "the range, amount,
frequency and abruptness of changes that are made in the pitch ranges of each voice or part".
This is described according to a scale ranging from "Rigid" ("an extremely limited pitch range is
used exclusively") to "Random", the description of which runs along these lines: "A pitch range
is not established within or between thematic sections because of extreme, abrupt, random
changes. No efforts are made to control registers".
Bruscia thinks that music therapists act from such interpretations whether they know it or not.
His interpretations are, however, not meant as general recipes. They should be seen as a
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statement to be reflected on by the individual therapist who may or may not agree .
This misunderstanding is, however, easy to arrive at, not least because of the systematic and
graphic arrangement of the text, which resembles that of a standardised psychological test.
Thus, in the Norwegian edition, the working schemes leave blank spaces for client, therapist,
date etc. as well as for a large number of areas to be graded numerically with reference to
Bruscia’s personal interpretations.
It would be useful to have a vocabulary of descriptive concepts for common use among music
therapists, concepts one could employ relatively independently of the actual interpretation. One
could for instance deal with little or much variation in registers and leave an empty space for the
therapist’s own interpretation of its meaning. Concepts like "rigid", "controlled/uncontrolled"
etc. etc. could be put into a similar, but independently placed, psychological vocabulary. One
could make clear that the coupling of psychological and musical-descriptive concepts takes
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place as the individual user’s responsibility .
And of course, even though concepts can be shared, we have different priorities - to point out
which are the most important is also a personal choice. As I see it, a list of parameter concepts
cannot be finite either, not even when considering parameters in the strict sense.

THE NECESSITY OF MUSIC RELATED CONSIDERATIONS WITHIN MUSIC
THERAPY
As an introduction, here is a description and some thoughts from practice:
Sanne is a 26-year-old blind and girl with Down’s syndrome attending music therapy with
me. She is hesitating to accept physical contact, she can communicate using a few simple
gestures but has no verbal language. She does well motorically - she can move around with a
stick and handle doors and stairs. But she uses her voice in a relatively stereotyped manner
which I interpret as "quarrelling", protesting in the manner of a little child and at the same
time being a sign of withdrawal.
However, a quite different mutual communication and a different exchange of emotional
expressions has developed in our music-making. My playing on the drum in short statements
alternates with clear reactions and sound from her. - One day, Sanne is sitting at the
beginning of the music and looks concentrated and expectant. I draw out the time a little and
play a beat on the drum. Sanne laughs and looks exceedingly satisfied and amused. I react
with my voice - pause - the dialogue continues with pauses and many little variations.
How can one beat on a drum bring about such joy and contentment?? A probably very natural
explanation for music therapists would point to relationships between people as the central
issue, the sounds being locating points of which the meaning has been established through a
long process of experience. Sanne knows the drum from having played it herself. She
experiences music as less frightening than being touched and as something which satisfies a
demand for close contact. This may loosen up a defence which may exist inside her
personality and replace it with confidence in the situation which brings about the possibility
of having a stimulating, playful exchange of statements, which again brings joy and pleasure
and positive expectations.
Such a psychological explanation is not wrong, but perhaps there is more to say. Is it not
possible that the sound is interesting in itself? That our senses and perception are capable of
contemplating it, of being filled with its impression, of being occupied with it, of listening to
it in an open way? That Sanne is also listening because the sound has properties which are
sufficiently engaging? If this is the case, the individual quality and structure of the sound is
extremely important - and thus an aesthetic dimension is also in play.
The moment before, I noticed the sound that touched the inner part of my ear in a pleasant
way and which then made me listen out into the room where we are sitting. Already in
retrospect, I now contemplate the delicate transition between its crisp attack and the swelling,
slowly vibrating, deep sound which came out, spread out and has now disappeared. And I
listen on and would like more things to happen...
Psychodynamic music therapy takes as its basis psychological theories. For instance Freud,
Jung, Grof, Mahler, Stern, Kohut and Winnicott are frequently cited writers in a music therapy
context, and they have long since been recognised within the domain of general psychology.
Music therapists can refer to such theories as a background for their own methods or they can let
the connection be implicitly implied. Authors advocating "qualitative research" have since the
beginning of the nineties identified as an ideal a rethinking of music therapy research
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methodology .
But this last development has stemmed from general trends in the theory of science and
psychology. Musicology has not yet seriously entered the scene, despite its obvious relevance.
With its overview of philosophical views of musical aesthetics, with its wide range of methods

for describing music and with its observations of the shifting cultural and historical forms of
music, it offers tremendous possibilities both for grounding the psychological understanding of
music and for giving it a broader perspective.
Any good psychodynamic therapy method demands the giving of one’s full and complete
attention to the client and his/her music and the moderation while listening of one’s own
judgements and reflections - the "noise" inside the therapist which blurs the perception of what
is going on in the outer world - so as to secure contact with the client’s music. This attention on
the therapist’s part should have a methodical grounding. Here, descriptive concepts are
important - a fact which deserves more attention in music therapy literature. Descriptive
terminology permits critical reflection on psychological interpretations and serves to minimise
the subjective bias - see above under "Graphic Notation - exercise with 3 columns".
Music therapy is part of a larger cultural and historical context. Our experiences of creativity
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within generally accessible music can inspire others - cf. Ruud (1990) - and become part of a
larger discussion. Niedecken (1986) also shares this line of thought and stresses the perspective
of music therapy as inspiration for a critical view of music culture. Aesthetics is also an area
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with immediate significance for clients of music therapy, cf. Stige (1998) .
That which is psychological takes place within the limits set by the medium of music, and
conversely, the medium of music is to a great extent what we make it. Metaphorically, music
can be seen as a means of transport - for instance, a horse or an aeroplane - and the journey and
its medium cannot be totally separated. If the horse or the aeroplane is kept in perfect condition,
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it will yield better journeys and inspire us to make more of them! And here is one more
metaphor about the same thing: inside the music therapist there is a musician. While the
therapist has a compass showing the general direction, without which the process might go
round in circles, the musician has a knowledge of the local context which can take them through
the territory, even if it is difficult to access.
Set against the background of the therapy being a process which is probably in many cases an
extended one demanding patient work from the therapist, the immediate aesthetic unity and
coherence in the listening and practising of music can be stimulating for the therapist. The
music can be sensual, dynamic, filled with atmosphere, communicating (etc.) to such a degree
that it has consequences for the understanding of how much music has to offer - and music
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history can be a guide to wild experiences and thought-provoking studies .
Motivations and goals for the human being in therapy can be described psychologically. The
road which is followed and the learning process leading to development towards these goals can
be viewed both with the aid of concrete description of the music and with the aid of aesthetics.
The music-related theoretical backgrounds dealt with here are tools which can support the music
therapist’s practical activity and put it into perspective.

LANGUAGE THEORY AS A LINK BETWEEN PSYCHOLOGICAL AND MUSICAL
CONSIDERATIONS
Language theory and semiology or semiotics, the science of sign systems, has long accepted the
fact that language has both very individual and very structured properties. Here, a classical
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communication model will be explained. As I see it, this is an encouraging example showing
how complex interdisciplinary relations can be summed up in one model. "Language must be
studied taking into account all its multitude of functions", Roman Jakobson states in his article
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"Linguistics and poetics" from 1960 , and he set up the following, now classical, model:

CONTEXT
(Referential function)
SENDER------------- 0(66$*(--------------RECEIVER
(Emotive function) (Poetic function) (Conative function)
CONTACT
(Phatic function)
CODE
(Metalingual function)
The model illustrates the fact that language has several functions. It can express emotions, give
informative statements about the outer world, appeal to the receiver (emotive, referential and
conative functions). The phatic function seeks out and confirms the contact - "Hello, are you
there?". And the metalingual function subjects the language itself to discussion, as when for
instance one is asking about the meaning of a particular expression. The poetic function
"focuses on the message in itself".
Eco calls the poetic function "self-mirroring". When it prevails, the nature and structure of the
message itself is focused upon - concrete statements and expressions of emotions are for
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instance less important. It lends itself easily to projections .
When the aesthetic function prevails within a communication process, we consequently do NOT
have a simple sending back and forth of signals, as in figure 7:

SENDER  (message) ! RECEIVER
Figure 7 - emotive and referential functions.

Rather, there is a shared, in-the-moment working on the "message" - the music is not just a
means, but a medium in which both parts can alternatingly identify with a common object. The
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common object is being creatively worked upon - see figure 8 .

MUSICIAN I ! (message) ! MUSICIAN II
Figure 8 - poetic function.

Drawing a parallel with the therapeutic meaning of the practice of improvised music, we can
claim, for instance, that expressing one’s emotions and feelings is only one function among
others. The function which communicates emotions depends on the aesthetic one. This means
that definite psychological themes are so to speak "blacked out" to a certain extent when
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aesthetic work dominates .
Playing, experimenting, exploration, meeting the unknown, a certain amount of fertile chaos,
boldness - all these are relevant ingredients for therapeutic endeavour leading to the integration
of new things into the personality, an endeavour which certainly takes place to a significant
extent within the practice of music-making itself. When unconscious matters are explored, this
activity is by its very nature a meeting with the unknown which only gradually becomes more
identifiable. The concept of the transitional object contains this aspect of indeterminacy while at
the same time referring to the psychological context. It thus unites aesthetic and psychological
characteristics, and might be a starting-point for further interdisciplinary reflections.
Stockhausen characterised the experience of meeting the unknown in this striking way: "New
music is, in fact, not so much the result, not so much the sound resulting from thinking and
feeling with modern composers (admittedly, it is that, too), but rather a music which even for
those who invent it, who allow it to come into being, is strange, new, unknown. Only after
having heard it, such a new music (which one rather finds than invents) causes new thinking and
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feeling" .
With inspiration from Jakobson it is possible to perceive therapy music as a language with
several functions in which aesthetic, explorative activity takes place, in which the participants
send more specific personal messages to each other and in which extended developments over
time can be perceived.
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NOTES
1. Wigram (1995) contains a description of what is being taught. However, the new curriculum,
introduced since 1995, has added an extra course in the 3rd semester. Also, courses in graphic notation
now take place in the 2nd and 5th semesters.
2. The theme was "agitation".
3. Within the science of language it is common to distinguish between syntax and semantics. Syntax
deals with the elements of the language in question (in this case the music) and how they are combined for instance, how words are combined into sentences. Semantics deals with entities of meaning. A third
concept relevant here is pragmatics, dealing with the function of the language in a given context. One
may compare this three-level division with the model of three zones from gestalt therapy, see below.
4. This bias is described in therapy theory by concepts like projection and counter-transference. I have
sought to employ a neutral, commonly used word here to avoid misunderstandings and in order to
underline that I am talking about a general source of possible errors in interpretation. Note that the bias
is also active in the way specific musical phenomena are conceived, especially in this area.
5. Some general music history books to be recommended are Brindle (1986) and Sutherland (1994).
6. Cage (1973), p. 7. For more perspective, see also Childs (1974).
7. In Stockhausen (1958), this idea is clearly expressed: "To arrange everything which is separate into a
continuum which must be as unbroken as possible; and, after that, work out the differences from this
continuum and compose with them" (p. 6) , transl. by author. An English edition of the reprint of the
article in die reihe also exists).
8. Stockhausen (1968) and Stockhausen (1970).
9. Stockhausen (1978) - see also English translation in Stockhausen (1993B).
10. The notion of cliche can at the same time be understood musically (sound elements which are
repeated) and psychologically (habits which are repeated). One psychologist for whom this notion is
central is Konrad Lorenzer. See Lorenzer (1972) and Klahn (1985).
11. Jørgensen (1986), p.63.
12. The author would like to hear comments on this. You can send an e-mail to intuitive@get2net.dk or
write to me c/o Aalborg University, Music Therapy, Box 159, DK-9100 Aalborg, Denmark.
13. See Gieseler (1975) for a collection of examples of new notations. The notations are vary markedly
from one work to another and from composer to composer, even though several authors have made

attempts at standardization through the creation of comprehensive, encyclopaedic works. However,
individual differences probably have their basis in an artistic necessity.
14. Pedersen and Scheiby (1981).
15. See above under "The idea of an ’intuitive music’ regarding Lorentzer’s use of the concept of cliche.
16. Bruscia (1994), p. 2.
17. As I see it, the meaning of musical elements strongly depends on the context. One could ask why
ultimately it is that registers must be controlled? Furthermore, an improvisation dwelling on one kind of
sound may be rigid in one case and not in another. My criticism seems to converge with Stige’s - see
Stige (1995), p. 61ff.
18. One can, however, recommend the scheme "IAP - kortform", Bruscia (1994) p. 151 as being to a
large extent descriptive and one which stimulates the practitioner to take his or her own stand.
19. Aigen (1991) was one of the first authors to create a detailed description of such ideas as a
programme for music therapy research.
20. He sums up like this p. 329: "... the concept of music which is forwarded by music therapy practice
and research can yield new impulses to current discussion about views of human nature. Thus, we see
that music therapy is not merely a treatment profession, but it can also play a role in the general
development of culture. This also demonstrates that musicology, with its research into the concept of
music, participates in the common project of humanistic studies...". (transl. by CBN).
21. "There was something about it. We didn’t just sing some songs", one of Stiges clients said.
Aesthetics deals with this very "something" which produces experiences that are considered especially
valuable.
22. More about this interdisciplinary ambiguity in Bergstrøm-Nielsen (1984).
23. Probably some music therapy colleagues would also see it the other way round: music therapy can
be a guide to more concentrated and full experiences of music generally, and I do not deny that either.
Music and therapy can be short-cuts to each other.
24. Ruud (1998) also refers to this model and remarks "Musical improvisation allows us to experiment
with meaning, to invest our fantasies and test other possible ways of being" (p. 179). Pavlicevic (1997)
refers in her book to similar anglo-saxon concepts - see p.30ff - and points to the existence of several
functions within the musical language. "We can think of the therapist and client negotiating meaning
and significance between them", she says on p.31. - I only read these two texts after finshing this article.
It could seem that music therapy is now to an increasing degree becoming viewed in a larger,
interdisciplinary context.
25. Jacobson (1974), p. 143 .
26. Cf. Eco (1971) p. 136: "A message having an aesthetic function is above all structured in an
ambiguous way, seen in relation to the system of expectations constituted by the code". For an English
translation of this work, please see Eco (1989).
27. Guiraud says strikingly that "...dans les arts, le réferent c'est le message qui cesse d'etre l'instrument
de la communication pour en devenir l'objet" - Guiraud (1971), p.11. For an English translation of this
work, see Guiraud (1975).
28. Within the psychoanalytic tradition there seems to exist a reluctance to describe too specifically
what happens within the therapy. The reason behind this might be that one is working with transitions
and the process is a personal one taking place between the participants and bound to the context of their
discourse. According to this way of thinking, attempting a more objective description (like for instance
writing out taped verbal sessions) might both be indiscrete and lead to a distorted picture. However,
while ethical considerations must of course always be applied when describing therapy, the reader of
research work and articles presenting therapy issues cannot verify the interpretations if we do not
describe the therapy processes themselves. Furthermore, an interpretation of what happened in the
therapy runs the risk of being even more manipulative than a description of the particular activity which
leaves the final judgement to the reader. Thus the insight that the psychological content of a given phase
of therapy can be seen as relative and promoted by focusing on observable musical activity can offer a
safeguard against overinterpretation.
29. Stockhausen (1973), p.234.

